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The evaluation of fire support base defense in RVY was conducted by ACTIV

during the period 1 September - 15 December' 1971, to document the following: the planing factors utilized in the preparation of fire base occupancy; the fortifications,
designs, and materials used in the construction of these fortifications; and the defensive tactics and techniques employed in the physical security of the bases once the
construction was completed.

Fire support bases evaluated varied in size from a platoon of two light artillery
The
tubes to two batteries of different-range artillery (light/medium/heavy weapons).
normal employment was one battery, defended by a company of infantry, with the battalion headquarters providing overall command and control of the base. Frequently an
engineer element, medical personnel, and in the case of armor or cavalry units, tracke
Generally, U.S., ARVN and Free World Military
vehicles were colocated at the base.
This typ4
Assistance Forces employed light and medium weapons by sections of two guns.
of employment allowed lighter but more complete geographical fire support coverage.
Heavy artillery consisting of two tubes of 175= and two tubes of 8rinch was employed
as a composite battery.
The evaluation concluded that (1) Fire support bases were initially planned and constructed to provide artillery fire support to combat Maneuver elements of the parent
unit, but through the years the term "Fire Support Base" was used to refer to nearly
(2) When the taskin.- order was
all combat installations forward of the base camp.
received from higher headquarters, the designated fire base commander, artillery,
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continued,
engineer, plans and Intelligence officers Jointly selected the site to befwveloped
ty wP and visual reconnaiusance, secured the terrain and began construction.
(3)
On terrain where the water table alloyed fortifications were constructed below ground,
but this was rossible at only less than fifty percent of the fire support bases
evaluated.
(4) Construction methods used at the various bases vere stialiar, and
in many cases, prefabricated bunkers for thd tactical operations and fire direction
centers, and aid stations were delivered by helicopters for installation.
(5)
Tactics and techniques of defense generally folloved established doctrine vith some
modifications and variations to take advantage of terrain, veather and the eno' s
capabilities.
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ABSTRACT
The evaluation of fire support base defense in RVN was conducted ty ACTIV

during the Deriod 1 September - 15 December 1971, to document the following:
the planing factors utilized in the preparation of fire base occupancy; the fortifications, designs, and materials used in the construc-

tion of these fortifications; and the defensive tactics and teohniques
employe•d in the physical security of the bases once the construction was
completed.
Fire support bases evaluated varied in size from a platoon of two light
artillery tubes to two batteries of different-range artillery (light/
medium/heavy weapons).
The normal employment was one battery, defended by
a company of infantry, Aith the battalion headquarters providing overall
comman, and control of the base.
.requently an enginee." element, ..edical
p;rsonhel, aný: n the case of arnor or c--.alry units, tracked vehicles
wer', colocat-,.d at the base. uenerally, U.S., ARVN and Free World Militar:, Assistance Forces employed light and medium weapons by sections of
two ;..ns.
This type of employment allowed lighter but more complete
eogrrarhical fire suprort coverage.
Heavy artillery consisting of two
tubes or 175mm and two tubes of P-inch was emnloyed as a composite battery.
Th9 evaluation conclided that (1)
Fire suppnrt bases were initially
planned and constructed to provide artillery fire surport to combat maneuver elements of the parent unit, but through the years the term "Fire
Support Base" was used to refer to nearly all combat installations forward of the base camp.
(2)
When tl., tasking order was received from
hi[-her headquarters, the designated fire base commander, artillery,
engineer, plans and intelligence officers jointly selected the site to
be developed by map and visual reconnaissance, secured the terrain and
began construction.
(3)
On terrain where the water table allowed
fortifications were constructed below ground, but this was possible at
only less than fifty percent of the fire support bases evaluated.
(4)
Construction methods used at the various bases were similiar, and in many
cases, Prefabricated bunkers for the tactical operations and fire direction centers, and aid stations were delivered by helicopters for installation.
(5)
Tactics and techniques of defense generally followed
established doctrine with some modifications and variations to take advantage of terrain, weather and the enemy's capabilities.
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1.

REFEFRENCrS

"Message, ACSFOR ACTIV, DA, 06?3.';Z April 1071, subject: Army Combat
Development and Materiel Evaluation (.D.E) Program, Vietnam, for FY 71
and 72.
2.

BAC KGROUO-D

The requirement to evaluate fire saipport base defense in X*'*: v'as recommended for addition to the Army Concept Team in Vietnam (ACTIV) program
for FY 71-72 by Chief of Engineers. Department of thO Army.
-`.p message
reference in paragraph 1 approved the project as part of t>ic "ietnam CD&6fE
Program for FY 72.
3.

DESCRIPTION

Fire support base defense may be defined as those actions taken by an
occupying force in order to protect the personnel and equipment of the base
from damage and destruction by the enemy.
The ifantry vithin the(' fire base
provides security for these personnel and equipment and may !). supplemented
by an additional weapons unit such as a mortar platoon.
A t•r.cal
'.ase
consists of a headquarters element, infanrry, artillery, neccvq;ary :'umport
troops, and may contain space for additional types of artillerv or onmporting
weapons.
Physical dimensions of the area are on the order of 75 meters by
150 meters, and square, round, or triangular in shape, although tLis may,
vary to take best advantage of terrain features.
host construction is below
ground, where drainage conditions allow, and fightinp binler. ---n; th. perimeter where they provide interlocking, individual and rr
I
apons
fire.
4.

PURPOSE

To determine and evaluate protective structures and defensive measures
for fire support bases during stability operations conducted in the
Republic of Vietnam.
5.

SCOPE

The evaluation included interviews with commanders and their staffs of
thos, combat units in RVN who provide artillery fire support for tactical
operations of US, ARVN, and Free World Nilitary Assistance Forces.
A survey
of 21 fire bases was conducted, documentiug the planning sequence prior to
establishment of the base, construction methods, and the tactics and techniques employed for defense of the base once established.
(Ifthl.se 21 bases,
seven were US, ten ARVN, three Australian and one Korean.
rigure I-1 shows
general geographical locations of these bases within the country.
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6.

OBJECTIVE:;

a.
Objective I - !)e'scribe and awalyze the planning factors used in
the construction of ftre support bases in the Republic of Vietnam.
1b.

Objective

,- )esý.ri•

the fortifications, designs,

and materials

used; evaluate the adequacy of designs against hostile weapons and tactics
where possible.
c.

Objective i - Determine the effectiveness of tactics and techniques
'` ise'itnd a:v'raise the effects that these techniques
and variations have uponi !:ost~ile forces.
of fire suFror-

7.

-IT]IOD (IF EVAL.UATION

Tactical units ean fire support bases were visited by the ACTIV proJect
officer and evaluators.
The primary means of documenting procedures,
organizations, equi-r.xent, and facilities in use at the fire su-port bases
was by structuredi interview. Additional documentation was obtained from organizational staniinz opiýrating pr-ocedures (SOP 's), operation:f, I documented tacti,-s and techniques, and the documenting of on-site observations. Bases were .;elected for evaluation in each of the seven geomorphic
regions of ;VNN (st-e Annex J 1cor geomorphic regions).
EV
k.3 I-Rm~..E;-.
During the early part of this evaluation, until about mid-)ctober, the
southwest monsoon seaso:i prevailed, during which most of the country, except
the northern highlands and the northeastern coastlands received an abundance
of rainfall. Following a brief transitional period the northeast monsoon
prevailed from mid-November through the end of the data collection period in
December. The period of evaluation was characterized by :7ontinued. US and
Free World I.i~ita-y For.-.- withrrawal and increased ARVN parti
ion in the
A.r"
combat role. Nlanyii.,re support bases which had been constructed and occupied
by US forces ,ere
l
.a4ica ever 1y ARVIN forces.
The majority of the enemy threat
against fire su-port,ses
during the data collection period wsr 4In Nilitary
Region I and the bord.er area of Cambodia north of Tay Ninh in 'oM 3, where
the only attack during this period on any ot the evaluated tire support
bases occurred. This attack was by indirect fire and did not include the
use of enemy ground forces In an attacking role.
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forward base for ert11.!ory fire supporting units conducting offensive oper'ations. Artillery WmL$ ih,.ivcxi intco the area of combat operations to support
a piu*Lleulari -ection~~ h rrirnge from the base camp was too great to employ if.
~
7h
Iis
waa similar to an artillery raid, although
uwv~i
l~~:. K
~riod of time. The First Cavalry Division
a'i the Pleiku Campaign of 1965.
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t-hele tu%.- of' upcýti
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were sppc Ifi,7ilI it I t!i. 1. 1,1 tr protecting routes of supply or communication
and Moni-01±nn 1 f.l
l'.tL
rouctes. Small operations within the local area
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Nili; change in the role of the fire support
two factors - the drastic redtiction of the en-

lir~ciiugtout RVN and the extensive reduction of
i'v~ r'tnn~oriibilitien increased, the protection
cu (.)Irur.
inifiltration routes became more crucial.

(i1,
Tiht' exifteac~e of fire support bases led to an attempt by
the orif-m,"( 1-1
111- l-f'rMveness of the bases, Attacks on fire supPortL bffuf.-.'0h.-vu 11~tl atit ~i
%11C-U11nend, and review of after-action reports

and CORIJ,'s rfjvo&14,hij Utu roldtacks varied little over the years and were
c.11
uOs i c1
IiOit.-Ir vi~ .'nO
ird xecution. The sarper unit devoted as
" )~cva
b.: L iiut'az ii nd the time of &' tack to cover the final
hundred rtuI,Lero fv'iii W-( taniterbrush to the perimeter vire. 6nce In the
wirya u tijih~'
at 1,n
4f i;xjrLai' and preparatory fire vat benun, during
which t~he f hial. Tproto1,ALt(jx wi re was breathed, When the mortar fire eened,d
Lino'htr2 ti-n. i-. W ioiB14 roaketapropelled RMeAde (M~C)launchoras,
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continued firing close-In, the RPM explosions giving the false impression
of continued mortar fire. Duringi this confusing period of time, the sappers went about their bhusiiess Of depositing explosive satchel charges in
the bunkers aid major ittre. of kqtairment, and, utilizing the cover of
darkness ard nnfire, exilt:,d the wire rapidly. During the withdrawal ex-

pjlosive charges were rervr'a) Iy throawn into all bunkers not previously
destroyed by 11P1 fire, An
of this type rarely lasted over 8-15
e.1ttL:]
min,-tes.

(e) All of thi.. i'w.itcal unit commanders interviewed felt
that the? en,:,,y threat VII. ,,, :, '.rmtnes the tactical mission requirementi
nf the ocwicpying Vore oi:, co.-.. ,':cit. imp'ortant factor in determining the
n~ed for andi genernl.
' o,'t•.
f a fire. support base.
(3)

Site Sl,:,t ,nn

(a) After •
t Mrhng message was received by the battalion
or regimental cormnr•nd ic
nr'i4e,',lt
t new base, an extensive map and visual
reconnaisstiace was mnad., 4 -,,1"
i,
area in which the base was to be
located. About one-half diy ww. required to complete this reconnaissance.
At all bases visited, the overn•l corannder in charge of implementing establishment of the base wrns it.the battalion or brigade level. The commander organized his sft," .tt,o.Ilt
him in the task of site selection;
this staff was made up rd' hi, ,oti.o,',•titnate commanding officers, S-2, S-3,
and the engineer unit CrnahVI.i.
(b) In selecting, u possible site, the most important factors
were ability of artillery to nuptport, operations throughout the area of
operations, the water Lable nid drainage co, ditions of the chosen site,
consideration for high
ild,rnid
nru accessibility of the base by air sad/or
road. Of primary consideration was the need to exploit the range of artillery to be located at. the
, in order to provide the maximum support for offensive lzf•.t•,
.i'..
Although the majority of U.S.
units deployed their artillery in battcry-oize or larger units, notable excepLiona did eitLtt W1
;,iLrl•atinn
(MR) 3.
Because of the lares,
area of operations (AO) controlled by tho 3d B•rigade, lot Cavalry Division,
for eximple, light artiLl.mry iLttorlem weru occasionally divided - at the
discretion of the supported t,1i,*rury hattalion commander - in order to
provide extended range cov.rage. Two howitzers were moved by helicopter
to a light, temporary, fire cippport bafeA and remained at this location from
three days to two wook,,. By HO dividinn the artillery, a larger IteORraphtc
area of coverage was provided, althoughI thie volume of fire to arty one
p,,li,, might have been stiitihantially roducod.
The 23d Artillery Group, although located 'it semipormanent fire support bases, had also split one
mediurn artillery battery in tlhig AO to provide reinfortioi
fites to the
First Cavalry. The overall effect, however, was to double the %lamning
required,
11-4
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since two bases were to be established, even though temporarily, during a
planned offensive operation.
(c)
In evaluating possible sites, several locations were
After deliberation with hiE staff - and based primarily on
considered.
his artillery and engineer staff officers' advice - the commander chose
a specific site.
(4)

Construction Requirements and Priorities

All units evaluated had some type of SOP for both estab(a)
'!"shment of and withdrawal from fire support bases, although they varied from
One unit had prepared a
brief and general to very elaborate and detailed.
plan furnishing a standard layout of the base, all building materials required for its construction, a day-by-day building schedule, and the number
of helicopter sorties required to fly in all personnel, equipment, ane iterials; it even included the cargs iselicopter loading plans.
(b) Of major importance in the planning phase was the determination of construction materials required and troop and engineer support
The amount of construction materials required depended
to be available.
Six of the seven US bases
upon the size of the base to be constructed.
evaluated were battalion-sized divisional bases and one was a nondivisional
artillery battery base. Based upon coordination among the S-3 and the c-4,
the engineer officer, the artillery officer, and other key individuals,
the total requirements of troops, equipment, materials, and supplies was
Excavation and construction priorities were determined after
established.
coordination among the infantry, artillery, aviation, and engineer repreMost SOP's reviewed indicated the following construction prisentatives.
orities:
1.

Logistics helipad

2.

Howitzer parapets

3.

Artillery Fi •. Direction Center

4.

Tactical Operations Center

5.

Aortar Fire Direction Center

6.

Medical Aid Station

7.

Perimeter Berm

8,

Helicopter Pad

11-5

9.
1•0.

Ammunition Supply Point
Garbcrc Dump.

Not included in this list
is the clearing of fielcs of fire, construction
of perimeter bunkers and fighting positions, clearing of barriers to the
helipads, construction of sleeping bunkers with overhead cover, and emplacement of perimeter wire. Work in these areas was continuous and concurrent with other activities.
(c)

The makeup of ener'neer

support available varied greatly.

"ix of the seven bases visited had .ne engineer platoon attached to each
)attalion-size base.
The platoons received all necessary construction
equipment from their parent engineer companies which were under operational control of each maneuver brigade.
Equipment included backhoe, D-7 and/or
D-9 bulldozer, and road Craders.
All necessary building materials were
channeled either from S-4 to engineer unit, as generally was the case, or
from engineer stocks directly.
This included all construction m:iaterials.
Engineering equipment was available to construct roads, clear sites, dig
underground facilities, and to push up berms.
This equipment greatly
enhanced the doie.n.ive facilities that could be fabricated and, in addition, reduced the critical time pevriod of initial construction, when the
probability of attack was most likely.
(d)
Base size, configuration, and type of facilities to be
constructed were determined after consideration of the implementing unit's
requirements.
The bases observed did not conform .to any standard configuration.
All U.S. fire support base commanders were given a free hand in
establishing the configuration ar.d facilities on their respective bases.
Size of each was dictated by the makeup of using forces.
Type of facilities and construction depended upon commanders' desiras and availability
of engineer equipment and materials.
(e) The level of completion to which the construction was
carried out and the nature of the facilities installed depended somewhat
on the intended longevity of the base.
Almost all U.S. bases were classified as being of "indefinite" nature.
The term "indefinite," however,
implied a range from f: -s 'eeks to six years, depending on the mission
of the base.
Due fo t.Le presen, shift to a defensive posture by the US
forces, base durA-t.-n is bzx,:,- extended to maintain more of a protective
rather than of.er.ate cupability.
The larger, more complex bases required
up to 30 t,;,s for comlet!3n, as reported by the attached engineer commander.

,5)

.DR:-,Riment of Troops and Artillery
(a)

Before this phase could be initiated, prior planning at
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battalion level had to provide a systematic and logical withdrawal plan
from previous locations.
Several factors, such as amount of equipment
and retrievable items to be moved had to be assessed, as well as distance
to the new site, weather conditions, general enemy situation, how artillery support would be effected at the old base, en route, and at the new
base.
(b)
Two types of movement were utilized by U.S. forces to
secure the new fire support base by vehicle convoy and airmobile occupation by helicopter.
The move was usually made by convoy if lines of
Movement by heIcopter
communication to the new location were secure.
vas used only when there were no roads to the new site or exist-ng roads
passed through an insecure area with known enemy presence or the likeliThree of seven bases evaluated moved the occuhood of hostile forces.
pying force to the site by helicopter because there were no roads to
their mountaintop sites. The four remaining units moved by convoy, utilInitial occupation of the new fire support
izing their organic vehicles.
base sites was by combat assault, one by dismounted infantry, the second
In both instances the occupying unit was
by armored infantry carriers.
a company and was accompanied by one platoon of combat engineers to sweep
the area for mines and boobytraps as the infantry secured the area. Where
air transportation was ne'.essary, a plan of sortie moves was established
by the S-3 to insure the maximum utilization of aircraft and the fewest
number of sorties.
(c)
The movement of the howitzers was considered by most
commanders to be the most important phase of deployment to a new fire
During movement from an old fire base to a new fire base,
support base.
artillery support may be required either in support of continuous infantry
offensive operations or in a defensive role to both the old and new base.
Artillery support during the deployment stage was provided by one or by
a combination of t,.o or more of the following three methods:

".4

1. Half of the artillery remained at the old base until
such time as the other half has been emplaced and registered at the new
base;
2.

Receiving artillery support from bases within

range of the deploying units'
3.

route of travel;

Organic fire support assigned each convoy.

All moves
Es.tablishment of fire support bases was characterized by speed.
were planned by the commander to encompass withdraval from the old site,
completion of the move, and establishment of artillery fires at the new
day. At all bases evaluated this task
location by the end of the first
had been completed within that time frame.
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(d)
During initial deployment of the units evaluated, an
average of one-third of the occupying force was designated as an advance
party for security. The battalion/squadron S-3, or in one case, the company commander, was responsible for initial base security.
Available
assets for defense during initial occupation were restricted by mode of
travel to the site. For air transportation, troops were limited to personal weapons.
Where deployment was accomplished by vehicles or boats,
.50-caliber machineguns and/or 90/106mm recoilless rifles were used.
Four of the seven bases had been deployed by air for the entire establishment of base and for support.
The advance party (approximately 70
personnel) arrived at the site as early as possible during first
light.
Upon arrival at the site they immediately deployed into platoon patrols
and secured the local area up to 300 meters out from the intended base
perimeter.
These security patrols were conducted throughout the construction phase. Once the advance party was inserted, support troops
were next inserted, followed by artillery and ammunition, engineer equipment, and logistical and construction equipment and materials.
(e) All units specified certain aspects of construction to
be completed by nightfall of the first day's occupation.
These included:
1.

One row of defensive wire emplaced

2.

Perimeter berm pushed up

3.

Overhead cover built for all troops

4.

Hasty fighting positions prepared

5.

Helicopter pad completed

6.

Artillery positions sited

7.

Latrine ready for use
oC,:

9.

)st c•.e:,cd
"c'

:.nd construction under moy.

Temporary communications established.

Artillery was emplaced on the first day to provide a greater defensive
posture for the fire base and to permit rapid assuription of the fire support role. The decision of when the artillery was to arrive was formulated
during the planning phase, and it depended upon the amount of development
required at the new site.
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b.

ARVN1
(1) Responsibilities

Figure 11-2 depicts the units or individuals normally involved in the planning of ARPVI fire support bases.
In contrest to U.s.
forces, ARVN does not delegate the responsibility of planning fire support
bases to those levels of command actually occupying the base.
Otherwise
the planning at the headquarters is similar to that of the U.S. forces.

CORPS

2.

DIV

REGT./
T.F'.
S-2

"S-3
ARTY
UNIT

INF
UNIT
s-4

------------Indirect Involvement and Coordination
Direct Planning and Organization

FIGURE 11-2.

ARVYN Agencies involved in FSB Planning.
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(2)

Tactical Mission Requirements

(a)
Of the ten ARVN fire support bases evaluated, four of
the bases represented a reoccupancy or relief of U.S. units.
Of the other
six bases, four were Reiolnal Force (RF) artillery units, one a special
t.sk force, and the last was a border ranger base established with the
assistance of U.S. Special Forces several years ago.
The RF fire support
bases were located so as to provide road and hamlet security to the maximum range of their weapons; therefore, their locations were planned by
corps to provide maximum coverage of the corps geographical area. One
artillery unit was in direct support of the special task force and accompanied them to provide offensive waterway and hamlet security.
This unit
also provided road protection operations.
The ranger camp was strategically located to provide continuous surveillance within the region adjacent
to Cambodia and Laos and to provide early warning to the corps headquarters
should the border be violated.
(b) The mission requirement was assigned by 34vision for
divisional units and by corps for all other units.
In the *ease of RF artillery, the requirements were coordinated through the local province
chief, who in most instances (when the artillery was not attached to an
ARVN unit) maintained operational control of the RF troops.
The same waR
true with Popular Force (PF) troops who were under the operational control
of the district chief but could be attached to ARVN for a specified mission or a designated period of time.
(3)

Site Selection

(a)
It was found that, generally, the same factors considered by U.S. forces were also used in selecting ARVII fire support bases.
The selection of a specific site took place at the corps/division level,
however.
Authority was not given the commander of the tactical unit to
occupy the base as was the case with U.S. forces. The province/district
chief selected kF/PF fire support base sites, unless they are attached to
ARVN, in which case the sites were selected at corps/division level.
(b)
It is of interest to note that in the case of the four
bases which represented reoccupancy or relief of U.S. forces, the selection of the sites had been done by the RVNAF Joint General Staff in coordination with the Commander, U.S. Military Assistance Command, Vietnam (MACV)
and further coordinated through the regional czrps headquarters.
Where the
site was an existing fire support base only map reconnaissance was used.
(4)

Construction Requirements and Priorities

(a) ARVN also used SOP's for establishment and construction
of fire support bases.
Troop requirements varied with the organization of
the corps forces.
Within IV Corp, three of four bases visited were platoon
size, a platoon ccnsisting of two 105mm howitzers and an average of 35
perscns.
The remaining base was a regimental headquarters, quartering 150
personnel.
Of the remaining six ARVN bases in II and III Corps, five were

II-lO

battalion size with fron 2,50 to 330 personnl.

Th-

last was a platoon of

45 personnel. Half the ba.rr, observed were roun• end half were square
in configuration. Terrain d~pated base configuration in some cases, and
in others this was determined by higher command.
The fact that three of
the four baes
i'-,+
n TV rorr were platoon size reflects the lack of
availability of artiller- as-ets. As in tie case of U.S. bases, all the
ARVN bases are te-m"1 ""'f,&initP" with rerrd to longevity.
(b) ARVN enowiner support was not available within the chain
of command below corns 2evel and provided no assistance in fire support
base construction.
'II facilities were constructed by initial occupying
forces 'withmaterials rFrovi- 4ed by regimental S-4. Construction equipment
and materials were ncre'xistent at eight of the bases visited. Commanders
cited the lack of erfine',r -urn'crt and riateriais as the prime reason for
inadequate structures.
(c)
,cnscr,ction i,riorities are basically the same as for
U.S. bases, although ta'..n6 _Lcnger in the construction phase due to the
lack of heavy engineer equ--pment. Basic requirements were preparation of
artillery emplacements, the defensive perimeter, and overhead cover for
all personnel. Heavy equipment assistance for excavation and clearing
fields of fire cou.Wi be xequL0teu fc:..• .......
and was sometimes
available and providcd.
(5)
(a) ,,
ing unit forces fo:

d Artillery

_,I> .a.3
K .,'c

.c:..

'
1.

es
i:..

i

:.c. gzr:'y.

small platoon-sized un-ts, "'....-.
further augm.ncz:2 `. 77,7'

_....,
_-i':,ed about one-third of the occupyYcwever, in the case of the three

35 personnel,

this security force was

(b) W;ere the ARVT bases represented reoccupation of U.S.
bases, the takeover in' wit1-.r-':a] fr-r zach base was accomplished by
U.S. and ARVIN to simultaneously, vith artillery pieces remaining on a
the possibility of any time lapse
eoi.zt-g
rart of the ba.-e, + ''-'
in suprorting fires. O•f the ter.nbses evaluated, troops at eight bases
had been deployea by road)Thi le at two in the Mekong Delta they had been
deployed by boat. It was learrel that in some situations where the base
was located on a mo1irtyiintop, he1icorter airlift had been requested and
obtained from V.S. fo-ces.
c.

FWMAF

(a)

Fit-ure !1-3 illustrates those units and individuals re-

sronsible for planninr

and coordinating fire surport base construction and

"•7

Following
occupancy for the Ist Royal Australian Task Force (RATF).
to be
operations
of
area
to
as
commander
infantry
the
with
coordination
supported, the tasx force artillery oificer made the site selection after
Frinripal staff officers were
detailed map and aerial reconnaissance.
notified of the inireniing monve and the engineer unit issued a warning
If other combat or combat support
order for the construction required.
t.-::, they toe ;".re notified at this time.
units were to occ,
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(b)
Figure TI-4 indicates the headquarters and unit personnel responsible for the planning process of the 9th Republic of Korea
Battalion units to occupy the
Army (ROKA) Division's fire support bases.
base were tasked through the battalion headquarters by the regimental comThe infantry and artillery company/battery commanders were assistmander.
ed in their preparation by principal members of the battalion staff. The
plainning process was simplified somewhat in that all Korean fire bases were
of a standard design throughout the division, and deviations from that
pattern developed only as a result of continuing maintenance and upgrading.
Engineer support in the construction of fire support bases was generally
not provided, since the majority of bases were reoccupancies of bases originally developed by U.S. forcespand construction necessitating use of
heavy equipment had previously been completed.
(2)

A,

Tactical Mission Requirements

(a)
The Australian mission was offensive in nature and as
given to the task force was "...To search for, close with, and destroy the
enemy in your area of cpýrations...."
Because of this offensive-type
mission the majority of their fire support bases were temporary in nature
and provided maximum coverage by being centrally located within the inWhen necessary to extend the coverfantry regiment's area of operations.
age for company operations, the firing batteries were divided into secInfantry security forces were protions of three guns per fire base.
vided in the former case; however, the artillery r.-ovided for their own
security in the latter, unless the fire base was utilized as a night defensive position, in which case additional forces would be available.
(b) The Korean mission was to provide security for lines of
As such,
communication and to prevent enemy infiltration within their AO.
the base evaluated was occupied by one artillery platoon and an infantry
company.

A

(3)

Site Selection

(a)
Australian forces relied entirely on the artillery force
commander's assessment of the best location for support, and accessibility
All the base
by road and drainage actually became of secondary importance.
sites visited were new.
(b)
The Korean forces selected sites in essentially the same
The one fire support base visited, however, was
manner as U.S. forces.
one previously selected and occupied by U.S. troops.
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(4)

Construction Requirements and Priorities

Both the Australian and Korean forces had SOP's on the organization and construction of fire support bases.
(a)
Under the Australian concept of troop employment and
fire support base organization, each base was of section size, a section
being three 105mm howitzers and consisting of 60 to 70 personnel, 40 of
whom made up artillery crews, while the remainder of the force comprised
the headquarters, FDC and medical aid elements.
Each base was responsible to the nonresident infantry commander being provided artillery support,
while all other phases of operation were under the supervision and support
of the force artillery advisor. All bases observed were triangular, 50
meters on a side.
(b) The Korean concept called for company bases to be under
Each
battalion supervision and commanded by a company grade officer.
base was characterized by the same requirements for personnel, each having

K.

three maneuver platoons, a mortar section, and an artillery platoon, headquarters, headquarters platoon, and an aid station.
All Korean bases in
RVN had a circular configuration.
(c)
The Korean fire base which was evaluated had previously
been constructed and occupied by U.S. forces.
Consequently, only construction upgrading had been required of the ROKA Division.
Conversely, all
Australian fire support bases were new, and three days had been planned
for construction of the full-size base; however, one full day was sufficient for construction of the smaller base, since engineer support was
available and furnished in both cases.
Daily construction requirements
for the larger base were identical to the U.S. patterns; i.e., perimeter
wire, gun positions, and overhead cover completed by the end of the first
day of occupation.
(d)
Engineer support for the Australian force was provided
by a direct support engineer company responsible for the entire construction of each base.
Australian engineer equipment was found comparable to
that of the U.S., but due to the concept of "temporary" base construction,
the only equipment required was a D-7 bulldozer to push up a berm (an
elongated earthen mound surrounding the perimeter)
and dig a slight
indentation in the center of the base for a TOC/FDC combination.
Korean
engineering assistance was restricted to an engineer advisory group at
brigade headquarters.
The group supplied supervisors for fire support base
construction. Actual construction was done by the tenant unit, using only
hand equipment.
Even with these equipment limitations, 80 percent of the
structures were partially underground.

3/
II-15

(e)

As contrasted to U.S.,

ARVN,

and Korean bases, wh'ch

were all considered to be of "indefinite" longevity, the Australian bases
Because of the requirement to support the highwere considered temporary.
ly mobile infantry operations conducted, fire support bases were manned
Because of the simplicity of these bases,
for only three to six weeks.
Facilities were limited
construction normally required only three days.
to prefabricated-type fighting and sleeping bunkers, utilýzing culverts.

(5)

De2loyment of_'Proors andi Artillery

The Australian and Korean forces, as with the U.S. forces and
some ARVN units, utilized approximately one-third of the occupying unit's
troops as an advance security party.
The Australi..n advance party consisted of 20 men surpo'ted by a platoon of APC's, three with .50-caliber
machineguns.
The local area was secured up to 100 meters from the periUpon commeter and continued throug-hout the 3-day construction period.
pletion of construction AlY's aere withdrawn to the rear. All troops were
The sequence of deploying remaining forces, equipment,
deployed by road.
The Korean advance party
and materiel was the same as for U.11. forces.
hle party was
consisted of one platoon of 20 men and a platoon leader.
limited to personal weapons.
Platoons patrolled the area out to 200
meters from the perimeter throughout the construction stage.

d.

Findings
(1) Corps or division originated the directive for establishment

ef U.11.

fire support base's [pT-la(l)(a)

p. TI-l].

the UI.S.

(:') The battalion/squadron cormn.:arder was responsible for nlanning
fire supporlt 1'.iýe [II-aI(l)(l); p. IT-]].

(3)
U.`. fire support bases were orig-inally planned to support
offensive operations and !have sinoe become defensive type bases providing security to lines of communications and to the local populace, monitoring infiltration route:s, and supportint- the plan of maneuver for friendly
forces [Ip-la(.') p. 11-1].

(0) All unit.

-ivluated hai some type of SO? for establishment of

and withdrawal from fire support bases [II-la( 4 )(a);

p.

11-5].

(,)
MIoverl.-nt of the h,'wit. .ers was the most important phase of
deplhyr.ent to a ncw fire support base hi -la( )(c); p. I1-7].
(t)
AMV.N di not tolet',ate authority for fire support base planning lower than corps headquarters [II-la(5)(c); p. 11-91.

!!l-l•

(7) ARVN engineer support was not generally available for F3B
construction below corps level and provided no assistance in fire support base construction [II-lb(4)(b); p. II-11].
(8)
The RATF artillery officer selected sites for Australian
fire support bases (II-lc(l)(a); p. II-ll].
(9)
In the case of U.S., RATF, ROKA, and some ARVN units, security during the construction phase of fire support bases was provided by
an advance party of one-third of the occupying unit's troops [II-ic(5);

p. 11-161.
2.

OBJECTIVE 2
a.

-

Fortifications

U.S. Forces
(I)

Configuration,

Size and Perimeter Design

Examples of configuration are at Annex A.
(a)
Six of the seven bases evaluated were battalion size,
with an artillery battery attached; so each included approximately 250 personnel.
Bases varied in configuration at the different locations.
One
of the seven U.S. bases was circular in shape; two were rectangt±ar; one
was triangular; and three, located in mountainous areas, conformed to
the contours of their hilltop sites. All commanders interviewed were
eager to defend their choice of configuration, and no particular configuration appeared to be more advantageous overall than the others.
(b) A typical triangular fire base measured 200 meters
on each side, with strong points consisting of bunkered automatic weapons
located at the vertices. The two-man bunkers were dug into the 4-foot
berm on each of the three sides.
(c)
The circular base configuration had been selected because of the internal fire support available and the need to defend toward
all quadrants.
This base, 400 meters in diameter, was located in a flat,
open area with no wooded areas or jungle growth within several kilometers.
A berm 7 feet high around the perimeter contained 25 defensive bunkers at
50-meter intervals.
Alternated between the bunkers were M113 armored
personnel carriers (APC's) mounting .50-caliber machineguns or 4 0mm grenade launchers.
Five Sheridan weapons systems were also interspersed inside the berm to provide fire support outward.
The interior provided
positions for a medium field artillery battery of self-propelled 155mm
howitzers and two self-propelled 175mm guns.
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(d) One of the rectangular bases was situated atop a small
rise in the Mekong Terrace region. Because the base dominated the surrounding terrain (all approaches to the base ascended a 20-to-60 percent
slope) no perimeter berm had been constructed. There was a small berm, however, pushed up around two opposing corners of the base where mounted M-55
quad-.50-caliber flexible machinegun positions were emplaced.
Each of
these weapons could nrovide 270--degree coverage to the outside of the
base, thus ensuring complete coverage of the entire area surround~ing the
base.
Additionally, two fighting positions were located along each side
of the perimeter for defense and observation.

(e) The three mountaintop fire support bases conformed to
the terrain, but could generally be described as elliptical in shape.
Bases of this type were located in the N!orthern Highlands and.were from
500 to 1000 feet above the valley floor.
Generally, trenches 2-5 feet
deep were dug around the perimeters, connecting fighting positions, rather
than using a pushed-ur earthen berm.
This afforded good visibility in
observing the slopes, as well as providing excellent fields of small arms
fire. The fighting positions utilized organic infantry wearons for de-

fensive firepower.

Two of the three fire support bases of this type had

105mm artillery batteries in position, and the third base had a 105mm
battery and a half-battery of three 1_-5mr howitzers.

(2)

Facilities nesign

such as fightinr, workinr, sleeping, and storage bunkers should, ideally,
be placed underrround.
'his ty•Te of construction was underground
whenever possible. rhe most important factor which precluded underground
construction were the height of the water table and the lack of availability of heavy construction equipment. Of the seven bases, three were
located in the "ekonr 'terrace where the water table was relatively high
year-round (vigure TI-q). One of these I-ases had water above ground, because of the constant traffic of uracked vehicles within the perimeter,
and underground construction was never considered.
A second base was
situated on elevated, but rocky, terrain. This made excavation difficult, but even so. the TOC/FDC were underground, as well as approximately
20 percent of the remaining structures. The third base emplaced their
TOC below ground; however, all other structures except the perimeter berm
bunkers were above ground level. Three of the four U.S. bases evaluated
in the Northern Highlands were not concerned with the water table problem
because of their mountaintop locations, and, consequently, approximately
60 percent of their structures were situated below ground. The high water
level at the fourth base made excavation difficult.

TI-]I

2.
The minimum overhead bunker cover observed at any
of the bases was three layers of sandbags.
Cover varied from this ninirum
to the inclusion of pierced steel plnnking, bridge timbers, additional layers of sandbags, and in one case in the highlands, a h4-fcot-thick concrete
cap on an underground bunker (see Annex D for data concerning barrier
thicknesses required for i-rotection).
3. Unit.s of airr-obile divisicns often utilized lunkers
prefabricated by the engi:je,.rs and airlifted to the site once the excavation
for the structure ;:ad been cý:'eleted.
In one of the methods previously mentioned a helicopter set
. structure directly into the prepared Tosition,
and trobp labor covered it (see Annex B for bunker construction).
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h. All of the bases used some type of steel culverting
for the construction of fighting positions and sleeping bunkers.
Ali
three Mekong Terrace bases evaluated utilized half sections of steel cul-

verting varying from 48- to 72-inch diameter covered by layers of sandbags. One base used half sections of 72-inch corrugated metal pipe, 12
feet long, bolted to a 12xl8-inch timber lengthwise on each side and
placed atop 55-gallon drums filled with sand (Figure 11-6) to form threeman sleeping quarters for the squadron staff. These were then covered
and revetted with sandbags to a height of 3 feet on all sides. Another
base utilized 48-inch culvert 8 feet in length set on a row of four sand-filled
ammunition boxes (Figure IT-7) for individual troop quarters.
The hilltop base in the Mekong Terrace, because of its relatively small troop
population, was able to utilize what had previously been an underground
brigade commrand bunker for troop billets. All of the four northern bases
evaluated nad built 3xl2-foot bunkers for their personnel, consisting of
bridge timbers covered by steel planking and three layers of sandbags.
Because of the rocky nature of these mountaintop bases, the bunkers extended on.y about 3 feet underground.
Sleeping quarters alternated with
fighting Dositions and trenches were dug between them on the base perimeters.
The commander of these four bases did not permit overhead cover
*'or the fighting positions, indicating that they preferred not to trade
the unlimited visibility for the protection that such cover might have
provided the sentries from incoming fires. The circular base constructed
5xl2-foot fighting bunkers in the perimeter berm, with steel planking for
side retaining walls, and 2x6-inch planks over steel matting, topped by
three layers of sandbags, for overhead cover (Figure II-8).
These bunkers
and the alternating APC's served as sleeping quarters for all troops within
the confines of the perimeter.
(b)

Artillery Fhplacements

The placement and construction of pads upon which to
riace the artiller• pieces was a maJcr problem at all bases, but probably
even more so in low-lying areas during periods of heavy rainrall.
Extensive construction effort was used in stabilizing the gun pads for
heavy artillery, du( to their recoil (Figure 11-9).
"edium self-rrorelled
guns firing in wet terrain often dug in extensively with their tracks and
srades.
Differential settling caused delays in relaying the tubes after
firing (Figure II-10).
'owed 105mm and 155mm howitzers did not present so
extensive a problmn; although, when a base was Planned for long-term occupancy, some subgrade treparation was made to provide soil stabilization
and drainage by fi•lirg with crushed rock and covering with packed soil,
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Sleeping Quarters Prepared From 48-inch Culvert.
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asphalt, or peneprimed soil. Parapets surrounding the artillery pieces
were constructed, variously, by pushing up earthern berms, stacking sandbags, using retaining walls filled with soil, soil-filled ammunition boxes,
and combinations of these.
Sandbag parapets at one base were coated with
an asphalt cutback sealcoat which the artillery commander claimed double
sandbag life by waterproofing.
Ready ammunition was stored in compartments
within the parapets at all bases evaluated.
(c)
Warning,
and Wire Entanplemrents

Protective,

and Detection Devices; Obstacles

1. All fire support bases utilized trip flares, claymore
mines, and wire entanglements in varying proportions and amounts depending
upon availability and the commander's desires.
Wire entanglements were
emplaced in accordance with the provisions of FM 5-15, Field Fortifications.
One additional type of wire was introduced to tactical elements during the
combat in RVN -- chain-link fencing, sometimes known as "cyclone" fence
and cormonly referred to by combat troops as "RPG wire" (Figure II-11).
This fencing was introduced to the theater in 1968 in an attempt to reduce
or eliminate the effect of B-40 and B-41 rounds against defensive bunkers
and light armor not otherwise protected.
Upon striking the chain-link
fence, the rounds are detonated; if the fence is located at a standoff distance or 10 feet or ".iore from the intended target, the effect of the exploding round is minimized.
Although not initially planned as protection
against sapper penetration of the perimeter, the chain-link fence proved
to be effective for this purpose.
It was not only ditfficult to cut through,
but, when properly emplaced, proved to be almost impossible to climb over
or tunnel under without detection.

2.

In regard to the use of concertina as protective wire,

one commander thought wire with coils of smaller diameter would be more
effective in deterring penetration by the relatively small-sized enemy soldier.
Furthering this theory, another base crushed criple-concertina to a height of
6 inches above the ground and installed a second band of triple concertina
on :op of the
st in the normal manner.
Theoretically, this would reduce
the enemy sapper's ability to squirm through the consertina belt without
The installation of this fence was said to be quicker
great difficulty.
and easier than the installation cf tanglefoot, which is also used as a
deterrent to snppcr penetration.
3.
Comman,,-detonated clanmore mines were utilize.2 at all
fi .. bases, although their numbers varied f.rom 60 to 200, dependent upon the
commander's desires.
Only two of the seven cases retrieved their claymores
during daylight houLrs to prevent tampering.
Daily recovery and redeployment
c' the mines was not practiced at the mountaintop bases, since the claymores
w•ere emplaced downslcpc from the perimeter and the daily recovery of these
would have been very tine consuming.
One base set their claymore mines in
cement to prevent tanpering or reversal by the enemy (Figure 11-12).
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I. One of the U.S. fire bases evaluated had a CSR-3
surveillance radar which operated during the hours of darkness and was
supplanted by a 50-foot tower with two observers during dayligIht.
All
remaining bases used the PPS-4/5 surveillance radar, and dne base, in
addition, employed the MPQ-4 counter-mortar radar.

5. Three of the U.S. fire support bases evaluated used
floodlights to illuminate the outer perimeter of their areas.
All these
lights were assembled through the use of field expedients by troops at
the field locations.
Two units had obtained housing reflectors for their
individual lights, and one had improvised with #10 cans. Al] three bases
used 150-200 watt bulbs, with the lights mounted upon poles, approximately 8 feet above the ground and 25 meters forward of the berm or inner
perimeter.
Only two commanders said that the lights were used continuously at night. The third who had floodlights preferred to use them only
in the event of an enemy attack.
Four of the seven commanders interviowed
expressed a preference for perimeter lighting, when available, while the
rest felt that the lights would reveal their positions and activities to
the enemy and said that they would be reluctant to use them at their bases.
6. All U.S. bases evaluated used some form of electronic
sensurs as detection and warning devices, although two of the bases' readouts were monitored directly by their higher headquarters which, in turn,
relayed warnings of activations by radio back to the TOC of the base involved. Fougasse was employed at five bases, and Husch flares, at four,
along with ARA (aerial rocket artillery) flares for marking perimeter
position (see glossary in Annex F for explanations and descriptions of
employment).
A notable field expedient at one base was the use of empty
tin cans strung two feet deep and four feet wide to the inside of an internal row of concertina. This provided a most etfective noise barrier
and as an additional benefit furnished a simple disposal means for cans.
All cans were washed thoroughly before emnlacement to prevent infestation
by vermin.
b.

ARVT! Bases
(1)

Configuration,

Size

and Perimeter Design

Three of the ten bases evaluated had been developed by U.S.
forces previously, and their original configurations remained unchanged.
One mountaintop base in the Northeastern Highlands and one hilltop base
in the Western Plateaus had been constructed to conform to the terrain,
utilizing all available cleared area, although the mountaintop base was
a regimental command post and was roughly four times the size of the other.
Of the remaining bases, one was triangular, one circular, and six were
rectangular.
All commanders interviewed stated that their bases, as configured, provided the best defense possible for that location. All bases
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were sized to best accommodate the number of troops and artillery weapons
located within their particular perimeters. Physical perimeter sizes
ranged upward from a triangle-shaped, two-howitzer 105mm artillery section of 50 meters per side, to the mountaintop regimental base previously
mentioned, containing a battery each of 205mm and 155mm howitzers. The
astter was approxirnately 50 by 1400 meters "i size. Numbers of fighting
,Psitions and strong points located at tie perimeter of those bases evaluated conformed to the standards mentioned in the discussion of U.S. bases.
"Uc one notable exception encountered was the fire support base of th7
"'rCer ranger unit, where family living quarters were built into the
be
iird *he roofs -in,l side°; were capped with one foot of concrete. This
base uas the second largest of those evaluated.
In addition to it, being
the battalion command post, quartering ap roximatelý 380 rangers, it provided fazilities for the families, their privately owned domestic animals,
-!:,a hospital for soldiers and dependents. The perimeter was further
extended by the emplo•ment of 26 rows of defensive wire entanglements.
(2)

Facilities Designs
(a)

Bunker Construction

As nentioned above, the border ranger base utilized
hardened bunkers on the inner perimeter, rather than the earthen berm
found io frequently at other fire support bases. These bunkers were atproximately 15 feet wide and 8 feet in height. They covered almost 80
rercent of the perimeter diameter and were partitioned inside into one- or
two-room quarters. An open hallway along the outer side provided smallarms firing ports at 10-meter intervals. The remainder of the bases
utilized defensive bunkers built into the berm, ranging in size from 4x6 feet
up to 8xl feet. All were of wooden construction with overhead cover of
three layers of sandbags. Supplementary foxhole-type fighting positions
were spacel every 10 meters at 50 percent of the bases (Figure TI-13).
Four bases had observation towers.
Use of native timber was more prevalent in the construction of bunkers and towers than at U.S. bases, where
class IV supplies were readily available during construction. There was
also much less underground construction than at U.S. bases, due mainly
to the lack of availability of heavy construction and earth-moving equipment.
(b)

.rti]er:"

.!mplacments

There were no major differences noted in the constructL-)n of artillery emplacements other than the fact that APVN frequently
utilized 105mm ammunition boxes filled with dirt or sand to construct the
berm around each weapon.
One base had provided a means of gun-pad stailizati')n by drlvirn em-ty 105mm. shell cases into the rround upon whlc'r
the weanon wheels woull rest (rigure 11-14).
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(c)

Detection and Warning,

Delay, and Protective Materials

Multiple bands of protective wire ranged from three
rows of concertina upward to 16 rows in combinations of triple concertina,
tanglefoot, low wire, and four-strand barbed wire fences.
Four of the
ten bases used chain-link fencing for RPG protection.
The most extensive outer perimeter obstacles were at the border ranger fire support
base.
They consisted of eight rows each of concertina and low wire entanglements placed 10 meters apart. Inside the wire a moat,10 feet wide
and 15 feet deep, extended around 80 percent of the base. The corirander'c
plans called for coripletion of the moat around the entire perimeter nrd
emplacemont of punji stakes between the moat and the defensive emr1rcements.
All but two of the bases had integrated electronic sensors nrd
trip flares into their defenses.
The commanders at the other two 17 artillery bases explained that neither sensors nor flares were avaial-le
to them through their normal supply channels.
The evaluators noted tnt
fewer trip flares were utilized by ARVN forces than were used at ".0.
bases, and this was attributed by the ARVN commanders to lack of surr2'"
availability. All fire bases, with the exception of the two PF baser
noted previously, had starlight scopes available for passive right clservation.
c.

IM
best available copy.

FWMAF Bases
(1)

Configurtion, Size, and Perimeter Design
Fxamples of configurations are at Annex A.

(a) Royal Australian Task Force (RATF) fire support bases
evaluated differed considerably in mission reouirements, as noted Ir
objective 1. The RATF performed a purely offensive task of searollrr
out and destroying enemy forcet. in their TAOR, consecuent]y the threp
bases evaluated could be best described as utiJlizirnt "hasty" constr;ction methods and techniques (in USA engineer terms).
'hat is to
ty. t•hr
bases were constructed within three days and were rnrely occup5ed Inr
longer than six weeks; thus there was no need for a continual unrradirr
rrogram necessitated by long-term occupancy.
The bases were of trnhrgrular configuration, 75 meters per side. A 3-foot berm had been pushed
ur on all sides by engineer bulldozers, and fields of fire were clearel
to approximately 200 meters out from the perimeter.
mhree two-man
fighting positions were emplaced within each side of the perimeter ber"n,
utilizing culvert sections as retaining walls.
(b) The ROKA mission was largely a defensive role to rrevent infiltration and to protect major lines of communications (LOC's).
The fire base evaluated was situated on a prominent hill, overlooking
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the South China Sea to the east and highway QL-l to the west. This circular base and its outside perimeter were completely cleared of vegetation for 130 meters.
Fourteen 8xl2-foot fighting bunkers, interconnected
by a trench )sfeet deep, provided the first
line of defensive firepower
for the inner perimeter.
The positions had no overhead cover.
The base
was approximately 200 meters in diameter (to the inner perimeter).
(2)

Facilities Design
(a)

Bunker Constrniction

1. Sleeping quarters for the Australian artillery
crews were dug into and under the howitzer emplacement berms, providing
complete underground shelter.
An M113 had been driven into a depression
approximately 4 feet deep, cut by engineer bulldozers during initial construction.
This defilade position was centrally located and provided the
section with its fire direction and communications center.
Ammunition
storage points had also been dug into each gun emplacement berm.
2. At the ROYIA fire base, trenches interconnected the
four sleeping bunkers with the fighting bunkers.
This provided ccvel
to personnel moving to occupy defensive positions in the event of a
ground attack.
Each of the sleeping bunkers was approximately 2h feet
Upright and
square, and they were underground with exits at both ends.

overhead supports were formed by 14x20-inchtimbers.
Overhead cover included a layer of 6xl2-inch timbers covered with aircraft runway mattina.
Above the matting were four layers of sandbags covered with asphalt cutback and topped with 2-3 feet of sod. A sandbagged fighting revetment
was placed above each of these bunkers for internal security, if needed.
3. The TOC at the BOKA base was situated in the center
of the base and on the high point of the hill. Extending 6 feet into the
ground, it had been constructed using heavy bridge timbers for vertical
and horizontal supports and 2x12-inch lumber for siding, sandbagged to a
depth of 2 feet. An observation tower with 8-foot square platform was
mounted above the TOC, providing visual observation of the entire base
area and surrounding terrain.
(b)

Artillery Emplacements

1. The Australian force used only compacted earth on
which to emplace their three 105mm howitzers. During the rainy season,
sand was sometimes used within the gun pit to provide a firmer footing
on what otherwise would have become mud. Ready ammunition storage and
crew sleeping bunkers were built into the emplacement berm as previously

described.

.0'

2. The Koreans developed their parapets by stacking
155mm shell cannisters, filled with soil, into a circular revetment
and then pushing an earthen berm up around the outside. Three fighting
positions and a ready ammunition storage shelter were then built into
the berm at ground level.
Asphalt cutback was utilized for soil stabilization for both the emplacement surface and the outer berm (see Figure
11-15).
Three 81mm mortar emplacements were dug to a depth of 3 feet,
the inside walls lined with lumber from ammunition boxes, and a berm provided all around with two layers of sandbags.
Ammunition storage was
built into the side of the emrlacemen- and a drainage sumxr located beneath the mortar base r2ate (Figure if-16).
(c)

IWlarninf.Protective and Detection Devices,

Obstacles,

and Wire Entanglements.
1. Both Australian and Korean forces employed Phase I
hand-emplaced seismic sensors around their defensive perimeters. Normal
employment was six sensors randomly placed, approximately 500 meters from
the base. The sensor readout was located in the base TOC/WDC. Australian fire base commanders interviewed expressed their lack of enthusiasm
with the system because of numerous previous activations within their AO
by small animals.
However, they did continue to utilize the sensors in
warning role.
2.
71o rows of single concertina was felt to be a
quate for protection by the Australian forces, since their bases wer,
normally temporary in nature. A more sophisticated wire barrier could
be added at a later tine if the requirement developed. Command-detanated
claymore mines were randomly placed between the two rows of wire.
3. TCorean forces installed elaborate wire entanglements, utilizing protective, defensive, and supplementary barbed wire.
Three bands of anchored triple-concertina were placed 30 meters apart.
Trip flares were emplaced in the outer band, and two rows of commanddetonated claymore mines lay between the outer and center bands. Locally fabricated box mines were emplanted along tne beach approach to
the base, irnside the outer band of concertina. Supplementary wire bisected the concertina at 90-degree angles at a half-dozen places to
channelize an intruder's attempts at infiltrating the wire.
Ij. An observer was rosted in the observation tower
above the ROKA TOC at all times and was equipped with a starlight scope
at night. Hi had continual wire and radio communications to all points
on the base. The Korean base utilized continuous night lighting of the
perimeter; however, the RATF fire support bases did not.
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The ROKA fire base interconnected all bunkers with trench-

works [II-2c(2)(a)2; p. 11-3111.
(I4) All evaluated Australian and Korean fire support bases had

underground sleeping quarters rII-2c(2)(a)i and 2; p. 11-3I4.
3.

Ob2ective 3 - Defensive Tactics and Techniques
a.

U.S. Forces
(1)

Command ResDonslbilities

At all seven bases evaluated, the senior officer in residence was responsible to higher authority for defense of the fire support
base. At six locations the responsible individual was an infantry battalion commander; however, the reaction force (usually a reconnaissance
company) commander had been appointed base defense coordinator by the
battalion commander.
As such, he was responsible for the day-to-day manning of the perimeter defenses, upgrading and maintenance of fighting
positions, weapons inspections and, in general, assuring that all defenses
were in a state of readiness should an attack occur.
At the remaining
base, where a half-battery of medium artillery (reinforced) was stationed,
the assistant battery commander warn the base commander.
(2)

Internal Security Procedures

(a) All the U.S. fire support bases evaluated had established internal security procedures for both day and night and used
observation towers, roving guards, perimeter sentinels and supervisory
inspections.
Normally the perimeter bunkers and fighting positions were
more heavily manned at night than during daylight hours.
For example,
one base employed three perimeter sentinels during the day, but from
sunset until morning light, 12 perimeter positions were each manned by
two individuals, each armed with an M-60 machinegun.
Additionally, an

alert force of two infantry squads patrolled the inside perimeter and
a Jeep-mounted machinegun was available for immediate reinforcement at
all times.
(b) Practice alerts xere conducted periodically at all the
bases evaluated.
The frequency of these practices ranged from weekly,
at one base, to a maximum of two each night, at another,
Post-.lert
critiques were conducted to correct deficiencies in alertness, knowledge
of range cards, placement of claymore mines, cimmications reliability,
maintenance of weapons and ammunition, and knowledge of alert pmroedures.
Organic artillery readiness procedures and reaction forces were cheeked
as well.
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(c)
One base nad installei internal wire barriers of concertina and chain-ir.rk fenrres to 7rcv-.
"'lr.
oilf defense".
The interior of the bnsq'e vr' fanrerl into smn+r,,.:with breaks in the wire to
allow normal rasonre of bh eo nermonnpl.
An enemv who breached the perimeter defense ir dnr,,nes, would have been slowed lyv the internal wire
because of his -i-"mr 4 l
ty with its lo.-.tion.
At another base,, single
concertina was srread ,iust inside the berm, allowing only small gaps in
the wire for thp rprimpter 1-unrri to as ti'irourzh. The commander felt
that an attacler. -r -,
irr.
I
the ,
ri, - .:".I; C be moving rapidly
across the bern , ,...
" .
.
.. .:r not e::pect another

barrier of concer*
(3)
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(0) Defencive Art 11e1

TehiPUS

Rpoucd from

The fira Rupport nian fmr tIospp fire support bases evaluated included lorp-rnne flrq.
,el.oaa AfensivP fires, and fires vithili
the position area. "he rlan also included all available mutually siupporting units and un4tq witbir the nro4tio" and ,tloyed a variety of
projectiles and fuzes.
All FSB commasiders statoa that the most ofteetive projectile for
eIt.At xrounu at-tack Val the "oUhive"
arJI'-fetehse
round. ?¶aximum effect fror this ro•ri wits
hchicve-1 from bases located

5I-h6

in relatively level terrain.
The second most effective round
was the
improved conventional munitions
(ICM) round, normally referred
"firecracker".
to as
It was fired at high

angle using a low charge, and, devending upon wind conditions, the
bomblets can be made to impact
upon the

firing positions.
High-angle ICN close defensive targets were registered when planning the base
defense.
An artillery technique
was
the use
of "killer Junior".
This is a high-explosive (HE)
projectile with the
time fuze set at minimum time,
fired at minimum howitzer elevation.
distance from muzzle to detonation
The
varies directly with the charge
time fired.
and
The effect of killer Juniors
is maximized when firing on
level terrain, but they can
be fired from mountaintop bases
with the
effect of lobbing the round
downhill.
When registering killer junior
each section chief.developed
a range card showing the charge
and fuze
settings required to obtain
each 100-meter range increment
from 300 to
700

meters.

%5) Availability of Artillery
and Close Air Support
Mutually supporting artillery
fire was available
the seven bases evaluated.
In all cases this mutual support at six of
was from
other U.S. fire support bases
of the parent brigade organization,
fying fire support ccc-:-ý4ation.
simpliPrior to the fire hase establlshment,
defensive supporting fires
were registered by the supporting
unit and
further refined once the new
artillery unit was emplaced.
Mutual fire
support coordination was performed
by direct communications between
supporting and supported fire
the
base.
Close air support and helicopter
ship support was available to
gunall bases through normal air
re'ouest channeis.
One base had the capability
to direct Air Force gunship
surfert
during inclement weather through
the
use of surveyed radar transponder
emplacements.
Through the use of an airborne
radar transceiver the gurship crew were able to dotermine
their position in relation
to the f're
base and carry out fire missions
even though unalble to maintain
visuaý
grniund reference.
(6)

:~'h.oer.t of Patrols

Patrcs cf some
.ases, although in one case type were employed by P22 sever )f te,.p
the RVN distric'; Popular Forces
provi~lel this
function to the hal f-bnttery-sized
fire support base. At this
tactical communications vere
relayed (and intArpreted) betweer base,
the patrol
and base by tle distr'ct
This headquarters was ndjaoeft
Tder
to
the .ire base and maintained
both wire and radio conmmunications
the, two units.
between
Organic troops were used for
patrolling at the six battalion-size fire support bases
end regularly patrolled out
to a distance
of 4000 meters from the base.
Various patrol techniques were
used depending upon the terrain encountered
and the nature of the enen.y
threat.
In

I5-7I

the event of heavy enemy contact with the patrolling force, ready reacLion forces were available on or near the fire base and could be airlifted
by helicopter and inserted for reinforcement.
One base was the headquarters of an armored cavalry squadron, and patrolling was performed
by dismounted infantry, mechanized infantry, armored vehicles, or helicopter scout-gun teams and/or a combination of all those assets.
One
commander stated that he had seen captured enemy documents indicating
that the use of patrols had altered enemy access and infiltration routes
by denying them formerly used routes and concealment by darkness.
Active
patrols within the area surrounding the fire support base have prevented
enemy reconnaissance of the base or the positioning of sappers and other
assault troops near the base during daylight hours for a surprise attack
under later cover of darkness.
All the bases deployed three patrols per
day under normal conditios and their intervals were randomly changed to
prevent the enemy from obs-rving an established time schedule of combat
troops departing the perimeter.

(7)

Integration of the Overall Defense System

(a)
Figure 11-17 illustrates the integration of detection
and warning devices, obstacles, barriers and defensive fields of fire at
a typical U.S. fire support base.
W.hile this is typical, variations were
found from base to base, depen~ding upon emplacement techniques, availability of construction materials, desires of the local commander and
directives of higher headquarters; generally the bases were quite similar,
other than in shape.
The following detection, warning, and surveillance
devices and obstacles were employed at the bases evaluated:
1.

Unattended ground sensors

2.

Wire entanglements of following types:
a

Concertina

b

T'riple concertina

c

Barbed Tape concertina

d

Double apron fence

e

Lc-', w•_re fence

f

h-strand fence

g

RP

h

wire (cyclone fence)
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3.

4.

5.

6.

Surveillance Radars of following types:
a

AN/PPS-4 Surveillance radar

b

AN/IPS-25 Surveillance radar

c

CSR-III Camp sentinel radar

d

AN/MPQ-4 Counter-mortar radar

"light Observation Devices:
a

Starlight scope

b

Integrated observation system (IOS)

c

Electronic perimeter lighting

Conventional munitions:
a

Trip flares

b

Hand-held flares

c

Artillery flares

d

Claymore mines

r
Chemical munitions (see Annex C for descrirT

explanation/employment techniques):
a

CS launcher

b

Fougasse

c

Flame mine

d

Husch flare

e

ArA markers.

Imaginative field expedients were also helpful in the barrier and ,
tion role when thoughtfully planned and fully integrated Into the c
defense.

re-r,)

(b)
Small arms, automatic weapons, and defensive art•i/]erv
techniques played a major role in the defense of the fire suppurp;, "-,hs,
Fields of
when planned in conjunt-tion with the aids mentioned above.
:neir
fire were develoned at bases so es to utilize assigned weapons to

iD
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best advantage, while coordinating firing limits with barriers and the
terrain. All the bases used range cards within the fighting positions
to show location of claymorC mines controlled from that buni'er. Five
of' the seven uti]izeO1 rnnre otirdo for Individual bunkers, sho,4inn firing,

sector limsits, placement of claymore'mines, chemical munitions, range to
landmarks, and deadspace within the field of view (F'igures IA-18 and
II-19).
Information from the range carda was then consolidated on a
map overlay of the fire base, showing obstacles, final protective lines
of fire, artillery registrations, elevations, etc., to provide TOC and
MDC personnel with n rl(ýferoive "road map" in the event of ground attack.

(c)

Although all! the bases employed unattended ground sen-

sors, two bases had their sensors monitored at higher headquarters.
Of
the f ive bases prov7ided with portatales for monitoring serniorr, three
located thpm In the bnttaltitci TOr and two preferred th,•m to be in the
artillery FDC.
Only onrm hase: fired artillery on sensor aetivations without confirmaticri by other neanc such as radar or positive ideontificatlon
by patrols or visual sightings using night observation devices.
Fusch flares and ARA markers were useful to mark the
(d)
basp rerimeter for bolionrtern and close air support in the event of a
Firerower could then be directed from the Cround,
ground attack at night.
The
utili7ing the rnrkers as reference points for the aircraft ercvr.
not
possessthose
bases
for
!Iusch flares vTl provided perimeter lighting
in' rerincter floodlights or In the event of loss of electric power.

(B) rersonne_ Peftrst1vc.
Only two of the seven bases conducted cyclic unit training.
After rotating personnel from the field through a short in-country rest
and recuperation period, they were then moved to the fire base to perform duties an the security force.
Unit training was conducted concurrently atid included range qualification, zeroing of individual weapons,
swall arms mnintenance, patrolling, airmobile tactics, mines and boobytraps, use of night observation devices and night defense. By rotating
the units through the fire base in this manner, each individual was afforded training on a monthly basis.
All personnel on each of the seven
bases participated in the practice of fire base alerts conducted at the
diemretion of the nn-site
, One fire bn~e ,cft mnn!
uttlized
ton~y rot atee!nr, cm. v h
parting on rest and recupcraticn leawc, for internal security dutles.
He
felt that these •ro .•nnp,
arnr'-fularly the "rhort-tiners", were more apt
to be alert during d'lennsi ,, ut-,.n ,hnn were the other trcops.

b. AHVIN Bnapn
(1)

Command rmes£pnsibillties
Nive or tn

*',wl,

%,CrP •lo).eely",,ted
oeupi• by fr

I-U

FIt

11;-19.
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artillery unit, whose commanders were responsible for physical security
as well as for combat fire support to area defense organizations within
range of the base.
Three of these units were Regional Forces and, as
such, were responsible to their province chiefs.
The remaining two were
ARVN units assigned in a general support role of the geographical area.
Five of the bases were commanded by an infantry battalion or regimental
commander irith artillery on the base in direct support of the infantry
unit's mission.
In all cases the senior officer in residence was responsible for the physical security and defense of the fire support base.
(2)

Internal "Seurit Procedures

All bases had established security procedures for both day
and night operations.
Three of the bases stationed one man in a tower to
provide all-around observation and early warning to the base in the event
of hostile action.
Also, during the daytime, a full complement of personnel manned the tactical operations center, and the perimeter defense
and artillery personnel wyore readily available. During darkness all the
bases employed from two to frur personnel in each of the perimeter bunkers
and a reduced force in TPC, to include a responsible duty officer and
FDC alert personnel in the event of an artillery mission.
Cormun-Ications
to individual perimeter bunkers from the TOC was avallal:le at only four
bases.
Individual corm.anders cited this shortcoming as due to the lack
of communications equipment through their supply systems.
(3)

Alert Proceaures

Three bases had electrically operated sirens as alert warning systems.
The remaining bases uti. zed gongs fashioned from 105mm
shell cases, automotive brake drums, or similar expedients to sound the
warning of an attack.
Alert rehearsals averaged about one per week at
Pules of engaIenent were promulgated by the ARVNI Toint
these bases.
General Staff, but were similar in content to those of the !Y.S. forces.
Since the number of personnel at the fire support base was normally fewer than at U.S. hb.ses, the practice alerts were much less formal.
(,)

Defensive Artillery Techniques
'"he AM!VT bases evaluated did not possess the "firecracker"

anmunition discussei rredi'uz'y. ýut did have defensive fires planned
to utilize conventioria)
.:h-.sive
"beohive" and iltimina:ion rounds.
These Pires had been rei-isterpd and were available in the fire direction
center and at each firing poriitior.
The technique did not dIffer sig-.
nificantly from those of U.S. ;.rtillery units.
Only three of the bases
had mortar with which to provide Nase ililimination i. needed.

II-h8

(5)

Availability of Artillery and Close Air Support

Mutually supporting artillery was available to nine of the
ten ARVN bases evaluated. Coordination was accomplished directly with
the supporting unit, eliminating any possibility of delays encountered
when requesting support through a fire supgort coordination facility.
All artillery fire was coordinated with the local district headquarters
to insure the safety of civilians who might have been within the fire
zone. Normal request channels were utilized in requesting immediate
close air support missions.
(6)

1hployment of Patrols

Patrols were utilized much as those of U.S. forces, with
the exception of the RF artillery units who did not have infantry assets
available. Under these circumstances the fire base coordinated with the
local district headquarters, who regularly had RF/PF patrols or other
type forces within the immediate v~cinity. The ARVN regular forces normally conducted their patrols with company-size units and varied their
frequency, area covered, and distance from the "ase, in order not to
establish patterns.
(7)

Integration of the Overall Defense System

The integration of barriers, surveillance systems, and firepower were generally well planned at each of the bases, to afford the
maximum advantage of equipment and materiel for the particular terrain
and enemy situation. The two regimental fire bases had the more complete
defensive systems; whereas, the least adequate were the two-howitzersection RF installations. This appeared to be a direct result of the amounts
of 'supplies and equipment available throughout the sunply system. Divisional elements of the ARVN regular forces had a more responsive supply
system with more items available than did the smaller units. The greatest deficiency observed was the condition of wire entanglements surrounding the bases. For the most part, the wire had been properly installed
initially, but had since become weakened by rust and overgrown with grass
and weeds. As previously mentioned, these conditions seemed to exist
with regard to tho size of the unit on the base - the large bases having
the better wire, and progressively worsening to the smallest bases. ••hen
queried on this point, the commanders of the small units replied that
materials were not available to them through normal surrlj channels to
upgrade their defenses.
These conditions may also be related to the role
played by U.S. advisors, and their ability to obtain materials through
the U.S. Army supply system, since it appeared that the better constructed
and defended bases were those which had U.S. advisors in residence. All
bases utilized some type of unattended ground sensor system with monitoring performed at their higher headquarters. Four of the bases employed
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surveillance radar organic to the infantry element headquartered at the
site, and six had starlite scopes available for covert night observation.
Artillery, automatic weapons, and small arms fields of fire were
preplanned for maximum protection in the event of attack, although few
of the bases had produced the range cards for individual fighting positions that were in use at U.S. bases.

c.

FWMAF Bases
(1) Command Responsibilities

(a) At the three RATF fire support bases evaluated, the
senior officer was responsible for the defense of his unit and base.
Since there were normally no infantry troops at the base, this officer
was generally the artillery battery commander.
He was responsible for
coordinating with the supporting engineer unit during the construction
phase, for the siting of emplacements and defensive positions, for clearing of the outer perimeter for fields of fire. for helipad construction,
and the positioning of facilities within the base. Following the construction phase, he coordinated his artillery fire plan with the infantry
unit with whom he was in direct support, registered his artillery and
planned defensive fires for the protection of the base in the event of
enemy attack. Finally, he was responsible for the troops under his command and to the maneuver force.
(b) The infantry company commander was responsible for the
security of the ROKA fire base evaluated since he was the senior officer
present (one rifle company and a 155mm artillery platoon), as veil as
for conducting offensive missions assigned by higher headquarters.
The
artillery unit was in general support of maneuver forces of the division
operating within range of their howitzers and had their supporting fires
planned by division artillery. The artillery unit commander was responsible to the fire base commander for duties assigned in defense of the
fire support base.
(2)

Internal Security Procedures

Both forces utilized day and night security personnel for
warning and protection in the event of infiltration or attack.
Because
of their remote locations, all unidentified personnel approaching the
base were suspect.
The RATF base personnel were able to detect approaching people or objects easily during their normal daylight activities because of the relatively small size of the base, while the ROKA base stationed a sentinal in a tower with 360-degree observation of the surrounding terrain. During the hours of darkness two men were stationed in each
of the perimeter bunkers at all evaluated FWMA? bases. Sirens were utilized 'o warn of an alert procedure, but only the ROKA fire base was
equipped with electric perimeter lighting. The normal procedure for
perimeter lighting at Australian bases was to request airborne flare
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ships, meanwhile using hand-held flares until the aircraft arrived on
station. In addition to complying with the published MACV rules of
engagement, firing from the perimeter was permitted only upon order
from TOC.
Unannounced practice alerts were conducted by both forces at
the discretion of the fire base commander.

(3)

Defensive ArtilleryJechniques

Defensive fire techniques were essentially the same witb
both forces, with the exception of the RATF employing 105mm at iohe bases

evaluated.

The principles follc-,ed were to make maximum effective use

of preplanned night defensive targets for harrassment and interdiction,
thereby preventing the possibility of the enemy massing forces for an
eventual night assault. Close-in fires were also planned for the use of
high-explosive rounds to break up an assaulting element if required.
Automatic weapons fire was coordinated with these fires for maximum target
effectiveness.

(I)

Availabiityof Artillery and Close Air Support

The EATF did not plan for mutually supporting artillery
fires, since their deployment usually was not within range of other bases,
but on some occasions it was available on request.
Mutually supporting
fires were available at all times to the ROKA oase for defense or for
night illumination.
They also had defensive fires planned for other
bases within range of their howitzers.
Close air support was available
"to both forces from USA helicopters and Air Force assets through preplanned request channels.
Forward air controllers were organic to the
force headquarters and could be utilized in the defense effort.
(5)

Fmhployment of Patrols

(a) Patrolling in the vicinity of RATF fire support bases
was performed by the supported infantry maneuver force.
These patrols
were frequently reinforced by the armored cavalry squadron and armored
personnel carriers.
Since the patrols prepared night defensive positions or patrol bases at 6ome distance from the fire support base, the
APC's provided a fast means of reinforcement to the artillery forces if
needed.
This patrolling was constant, utilizing large-size forces during the day and intelligence and ambush patrols during the night.
(b) The ROKA conducted platoon-size patrols to protect
against infiltration and to provide fire base security out to 3000 msters.
These troops were all organic to the infantry company at the fire support
base and normally stayed outside the base for 10-15 days without returning.
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(6) Integration of Overall Defense System
(a)
Integration of surveillance, detection, and firepower
were simplified at the RATF baseb because of the small number of people
and amount of equipment available. Also, since the base was temporary,
defenses employed were not ,c elaborate as at many of the other bases
evaluated and discussed in this report.
(b) In contrast to the RATF bases, the ROKA fire base was
the most carefully planned and developed base of all types evaluated (all
fire support bases of the ROKA 9th Division were constructed identically).
The barbed wire entanglements were in good repair- and inspected daily.
They were installed exactly as specified in applicable field manuals.
The
perimeter was meticulously bared of all vegetation and policed daily,
providing the clearest fields of fire of any of the bases.
Because of
its siting on a hillock, the base had excellent surveillance by natural
means, night observation devices, and radar. There were no depressions
or other terrain features in the vicinity that might provide concealment
fc- a covert attack.
Defensive fields of fire were well developed to
co.ordinate small arms, automatic weapons, mortar, and artillery fires.
Each fight-ng position was provided with a large range card in natural
color, showing location of claymores, terrain features, aiming stakes,
distances,and firing limits. There was also a slotted rack in the firing
ports where an M-16 rifle could be positioned steadily, providing stops
at the firing limits to either side of the bunker (Figure;: !I-20). A
radar and observation tower with spotlights was situated above the TOC,
which had complete wire and radio communications to all defensive bunkers,
mortar and artillery FDC, and the TOC.
The perimeter was completely
entrenched, connecting all fighting bunkers and sleeping bunkers and
allowing freedom of movement if under attack.
A 90mm recoilless rifle
was integrated into the fire plan to provide direct fire capability
toward the shoreline and high-speed avenues of approcch.
The weapon and
its elaborate range card are shown in Figure 11-21.
(7)

Personnel Defense Training

The RATF conducted on-the-job training (OJT) in artillery
and defensive tactics and techniques at the fire base.
This was generally accomplished through the use of practice alerts with a comprehenIn addition to
sive debriefing and critique by the artille•y commander.
the same type of OJT, the Kor,.ans carried out a formal training program
R' the division base, as their troops were rotated between duties at the
,.re
base and the division base camp.
The ".raining cycles occurred at
approximately (-week intervals.
It was obvious to the evaluators that
troop training was a continual process at the ROKA base from the excellent condition and appearance of weapons, police of the area, and the
outstanding manner in which both the infantry and artillery personnel
conducted themselves while on the base.
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d.

Findings
(1)

Practice alerts were conducted at all U.S. bases evaluated

(II-3a(2)(b); P. 11-39].
(2)

One U.S. base installed internal protective wire to provide

islands of defense within the base [II-3a(2)(c); p. II-401.
(3) At all U.S. bases evaluated sirens were utilized to signal
alert conditions and were tested daily [II-3a(3); p. ii-4o].
(4)

All evaluated U.S. bases had 81i

mortars to provide illu-

mination, and some also used 60tam mortars and/or 105n illimination

rounds [II-3a(3); p. 11-40].
(5) All fire support base commanders stated that the most effective artillery projectile for self-defense was the beehive round (II-3a(4);

p. ii-14o].
(6)

Patrols were employed at all seven U.S. bases evaluated

[11-3&(6) ; p. 11-41].

(7) One U.S. fire support base commander utilized only rotatees,
personnel with temporary medical profiles, and those departing on R&R and

leave for internal fire base security duty (II-3a(8); p. 11-45].
(8)

Bunker comnunications were available at only four of the ten

ARVN bases evaluated [II-3b(2); p. 11-48].
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SECTION III
CONCLUSIONS
1.
The role of the fire support base has benn modified from the original
concert of strictly offensive support to include that of protection of
supply and communications routes and monitoring and interdiction of infiltration routes.
2. Optimum base configuration depends upon local environmental and tactical conditions; no single conriguration can be considered standard.

fhere terrain and water table permit,
3.
placed underground.

fire base facilities should be

h.

Bunker design should renatn flexible enough to utilize available materiels (standard issue or natural), but must include adequate overheqd protection from incoming rounds.
5. The most effective artillery projectile for self-defense is
round.

the beehive

6.

Movement of the artillery pieces to a new base is generally the most
important consideration in deployment and must take into account the
possible need for fire support for offcnsive operattors and defensive
fires during the deployment end establish.:ent of the fire support base.

7.

day of occupation at
It is essential that by nightfall of the first
a new base, artillery pieces must be sited, minimal defensive wire emplaced, and overhead cover fpr all troops provided.

II
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ANNEX A
FIRE SUPPORT BASE LAYOUT
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ANNEX B
FORTIFICATIONS CONSTRUCTION
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cord are wrapped
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ends
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drum
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Insure that the detonating cord does not
cross
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at
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time and t},nt
it is taped in place. To ignite the fuel,
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WP
grenade
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wraps of detonating cord on the front of
of detonating cord for the entire system. the drum. Use one solid length
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for detonation. One VP grenade with three wraps of detonating cord is
placed between the three camaisters close to the front. One free end of
the detonating cord is then wrapped three times around the claymor4" mine

and an .electrical blasting cap is taped to the end for the purpose of'
double priming, and the other free end is then placed in the second fitring
well of. the claymore mine. The lids of. the cannisters should have unbroken rubber gaskets and be tightened prior to emplacing the f~ougasse.
Tanip the f~ougasse with loose dirt and 25 (two layers) sandbags on top.
The f~ougasse is double-priseae electrically with at least one wire buried.
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ARA Marker
APA markers are employed at night, in the eavent of an enemy ground attack, to assist supporting Cobra helicopters in determing the )ocet.on
of friendly troops. A 155rm powder cannister is 2/3 buried in t., .
A 155mm shell casing is placed inside the powder cannister e:.. !....,
thalf full with JP4 or Mogas.
An aluminum beer can with the tor r..','
is wired on the inside of the shell casing approximately 3 ir.T.c, "-n
the top. A trip flare is then hung by the spoon on the side of -.i s' e,'
casing, with the bottom of the trip flare inside the top of th.

'The trip wire is then laid from the flare to the fighting posi'.
small piece of clear plastic is tied over the top of the shell
prevent rain from mixing with the fuel. The ARA marker is i ni e:

pulling the trip wire from the fighting position.
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ANNEX D
PROTECTIVE BARRIER THICKNESS TABLES
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1.

The following tables may be uced for planning purposes in
providing overhead cover for bunker construction:
All Ranges Considered

WEAPON: Up to 82= Mortar

ESTIMATED BARRIER THICKNESS REQUIRED IN FEET
Material

Fuzing
.05 See Delay
12.0

Wet Clay

SQ
5.0

Dry Clay

5.0

12.0

Wet Sand

2.5

7.0

Dry Sand

2.5

6.0

Reinforced Concrete

1.2

3.0

Minimum Range: 9000 Meters

WEAPON: Up to 155 mm Howitzer

ESTIMATED BARRIER THICKNESS REQUIRED IN FEET
Material

SQ.0b

Wet Clay

Fuzing

"2..

See Delay
o

Dry Clay

6.5

25.0

Wet Sand

4.5

21.0

Dry Sand

3.5

18.0

Reinforced Concrete

3.0

8.0

Minimum Range: 2000 Meters

WEAPON: Up to 140mm Rocket

ESTIMATED BARRIER THICKNESS REQUIRED IN FEET
Material
M~l~e,

.nFuzing
5 see ,nea,.

ialS2-"

Wet Clay

..b

Dry Clay

5.5

21.0

Wet Sand

4.0

16.5

Dry Sand

3.0

14.5

Reinforced Concrete

2.5

6.5

D-1

All Ranges Considered

WEAPON: Rocket Propelled Grenade

ESTIMATED BARRIER THICKNESS REQUIRED IN FEET

Material

3Q

"

Fuzing
Dud

Wet Clay

11.0

7.0

Dry Clay

11.0

7.0

Wet Sand

11.0

3.5

Dry Sand

11.0

3.5

5.5

1.0

Reinforced Concrete

Note that the required barrier thicknesses are estimates
only. Exact requirements may be requested from the US Army
Ballistic Research Laboratories. Any request should include
type of barrier materials to be utilized in construction in
specifics, e.g. type and thickness of timber, type soil, or
type and thickness of steel plate or planking.
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GLOSSARY
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ANNEX F

GLOSSARY
Barbed Wire Concertina - commercially manufactured barbed wire
made of a roll of single-strand high-strength, spring steel
wire with 4-point barbs attached at 5cm spacing. Wire forming
coils are clipped together at intervals so that the concertina
opens to a cylindrical shape 15 meters long and 90 centimeters
in diameter. Barbed tape concertina is in a diameter of 85cm
and expands to a length 6f 15 meters.
Beehive - a direct-fire artillery round containing 1000 fleshetTes using a timed fusing in an anti-personnel role.
Berm - Army usage of the term refers to an earthen mound pushe--up around a defensive position to provide cover for incoming weapons fire.
Bunker Kit - a prefabricated kit containing the necessary precut materials to rapidly construct protective shelters at a
fire support base. The kit normally is airlifted by helicopter, but may be delivered by other means.
Claymore Mine - an electrically detonated anti-personnel mine
utilized in The defense of a friendly position (M18Al).
Fire Cracker - common name given to the improved conventional
ammunition -TICM).
A base ejecting projectile releasing a
number of bomblets for fragmentation.
Used as an anti-personnel device in 105, 155 and 8-inch artillery rounds.
Flame Mine - constructed using the same materials as fougasse.
Should bieemplaced parallel and between the second and third
rows of defensive wire and sandbagged behind to provide a
forward bursting radius of 30 to 50 meters.
gFouasse - a direc" tonal flame field expedient. It consists
of a 55.gallon drum of thickened fuel, partially embedded in
the ground and covered with sandbags.
It is rigged with explosives and fired electrically.
It should be emplaced immediately inside the final protective wire and aimed along the
wire with a slight upward angle. When detonated, it will provide a fan of flame covering a 60-degree spread ta a range of
60 meters.
Husch Flare - a flame field expedient capable of providing
illunination for four to eight hours to a distance of 100
meters, 180 degrees forward of the flame. It usually consists of three 175mm powder cannisters in a 55-fallon drum of

Fle-

thid•ened fuel and a reflective assembly made fram 24-inch culvert. It
is electrically fired, reusable and should be emplaced so that it is
easily accessible fram within the fire base to facilitate maintenance
and refilling. Light frm the flare win free artillery to fire defensive
targe rather than i
•dnation in the event of attacek.
Killer Junior - a standamd high-explosive round with a mechanical time
fue. MU
anti -peremnrl role with the 105 and 155mn artillery rounds.
RPG Screen - como name given 9-gauge chain link fencing. It is used
InEFiAion with burk. and perineter construction at a stand-off distance of two to five feet to deter rocket-propelled grenades (Soview RPG-2
and RPG-7).

Sa e- a well trined Viet Cong or North Vietnamese soldier capable of
brea__cng most defeames employed in Vietnam. The attack is characterized
by a thorough reomnaissanoe, a ooncentrated indirect fire attack, during

which an entmr

to the base is gained and direct fire by grenade, RPG,

and satchel charges are used, to sound the same as indirect fire in order
to keep the defenders pinned down for as lcig a time as possible.

Texas Culvert - nilti-plate personnel arch. A flat-bottcmed, oval culin 12-foot lengths. It is approximately 3/8-inch thick
ve 8 feet
sell and is assembled from five pieces with 1/?.-inch bolts. Utilized in
bunker construction.
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ANNEX G

EXAMPLE OF SAPPER OPERATIONS
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EXAMPLE OF SAPPER OPERATIONS
(ABSTRACTED FROM USARV OPERATIONS REPORT-LESSONS LEARNED,

1971)

The most frequently used sapper tactic is the raid.
Two phases are employed for this operation: the reconnaissance and the attack. Both are executed with meticulous
care, requiring considerable time.
a. As soon as the objective is announced, the sapper
force commander begins his planning and assigns tasks to
his subordinate leaders.
One of these responsibilities is
a detailed reconnaissance.
From three to seven days are
usually spent reconnoitering the objective, although larger and more difficult objectives may require several veeks.
All terrain features are analyzed.
Avenues of approach
and withdrawal are determined.
Listening posts and other
security measures are located and carefully studied for
patterns which might be exploited.
Particular attention
is given to the alertness of defending forces. An effort
is made to approach as close to the objective as possible,
even to the extent of penetrating the perimeter and infil-

trating indigenous labor forces that work at or near the
objective. Friendly anti-intrusion devices are located
and protective wire is studied to determine how it may best
be breached and how long it

will take to do so.

A patt-

ern of wire, mines and trip flares in the vicinity of the
perimeter is axpected.
If a flare is discovered or tripped
hundreds of meters from the objective, the sapper will use
even more time and exercise even more caution than he usually does. The enemy strength around the perimeter and
in each objective area is determined, including supplementary barriers, trenches, bunkers, -rewoserved weapons, command posts, ammunition storage an. reinforcement routes.
Based on this reconnaissance, fire support plans for the
attack are developed.
b. The violence and speed that characterize a sapper
attack are the culmination of methodical planning and preparation. Prior to the attack all personnel are briefed
in detail and rehearsed on their tasks. Frequently an entire day is spent approaching to within a few hundred
meters of a perimeter.
Most of the hours of darkness are

consumed in proceeding the last few hundred meters to the
wire. The least likely and most difficult avenues of
approach are used if reconnaissance has revealed that these
are unguarded.
Success in the attack is dependent upon
being able to breach the perimeter undetected.
The assault

G-1

is violent and invariably from more than one direction. It
begins with a preparation, usually mortar and RPG fires.
It is anticipated that the defenders will follow the usual
practice of seeking shelter within the bunkers. Once the
defending force has retreated to the bunkers, RPG fire is
placed on bunker apertures at the points of penetration.
Small arms are not employedlexcevt to cover the withdrawal,
in order to avoid disclosing the location of attacking
forces. Once defending troops are forced into the bunkers.
penetration of the perimeter is effected. Mortars cease firing,
but the illusion of incoming fire is maintained through
the use of RPG's, grenades and satchel charges.
Once inside the perimeter, each cell moves to its objective. Their
move through the objective area is made quickly, without
consideration for personal safety. After completion of the
destruction mission the cells move to the withdrawal points,
throwing grenades and satchel charges into bunkers en route,
Once clear of the perimeter the cells follow a prescribed
withdrawal route to a predesignated assembly point. Every
attempt is made to carry the dead and wounded with the
withdrawing force, although if they are pursued, they may
attempt to hide the dead and more seriously wounded where
they can later be retrieved.

9

c. In a typical raid the
unit was divided
four groups, each consisting of enemy
four cells of four men into
each. By dusk of the day prior to the attack, the 16 te&ms
had deploye-d around the objective area and concealed themselves in underbrush within 100 meters of the perimeter
wire. They were not detected during this eight hour per-dod. Then followed the standard pattern of Oortar and RPG
pre.aratory fires while the wire was being breached.
In
this particular instance, the defenders called in defensive fires from all positions, adding to the noise. Visibility was restricted by a thick blanket of fog. Defending
forces, suspecting an attack by fire, had occupied defensive positions within bunkers. When the enemy mortar fire
ceased, the combination of friendly protective fire and
enemy RPG fire continued. This left the impression that
the attack by fire was still taking place, when, in fact, the
sappers had penetrated the perimeter and had begun to destroy bunkers and artillery pieces. The defending force,
finally recognizing that a penetration had been made, left
their bunkers and engaged in hand-to-hand combat, but not
before two artillery pieces and a number of occupied bunkers had been destroyed. Although the frIendly position was
not entirely overrun, casualties were hig%, and the enemy
achieved a psychological victory at a time when he was
seeking publicity.
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ANNEX H

EXAMPLE OF AN ACTION AGAINST A US BASE

A/--Q

EXAMPLE OF AN ACTION AGAINST A US FIRE SUPPORT BASE IN 1970
(Names and places have been deleted for secirity r•aeosns).,.

'

"The following recap of the action at TSb *&***." stubmitted as a back-up to our discussion in the lst Brigade area t

this morning."

"The attack on FSB ***** was anticipated by the base
commander. He had one company positioned to the southeast
and elements of another company on FSB ****, to the *outi"*
On the fire base, the men also were ready for an attack and

'"

were well dug-in and bunkered, extra ammunition was kept
ready and fire plans had been well conceived and practieed.
The base was supported by cannon artillery at FSB a *****
and ***** and the Special Forces camp at
***.
In all, 27

tubes, ranging from 105 to 175mm, were ready to fizei Thrtoughout the early evening, preemptive fires worked over the woodline around the base at irregular intervals. Al
s
were test fired, the guard posted, and the night began."
.

"A very brief interrogation of three PW's captured after

the attack has identified attacking forces as the 9SC Regiment, possibly the 2d Battalion. Elements of the wit, sup-

ported by the heavy weapons company and probably the 9th Di-

vision's artillery battalion, had initially occupied an attack*.
position about a two hour's walk from the fire support base
and were probably trying to get into their attack positions
at about this time."
"The first enemy fire came at 21143 hours.

During the

next ten minutes about 100 rounds impacted inside and outside
".he perimeter. It came as no surprise to the men of the base;
however, it was heavier than they expected.
While 60mm and
82mm mortars, 57mm recoiless rockets, 107mms, B-20 and.0-950
fire fell about them, they put their well-rehearsed plhns into

effect.

Organic weapons and artitlery on the. fir bam hogan

to pour out a steady stream of fire. Brigade headquatwer
was notified and supporting artillery began firing fedlately

on suspected firing sites. Simultaneously, aerial rocket artillery lifted off and was overhead in minutes and was accompanied by flareships, Nighthawk, tactical air eand Riadft.

This massed fire support was closely coordinated by the commander and shifted as necessary as the fight went on. On the
base itself, the 81mm mortar platoon added to the v qUme of
fire. In those early minutes a freak enemy round hit'an one
of our mortar positions, killing three of the crew as they
served the weapon.
Another round scored a direct hit an•one

of the perimeter bunkers, killing three of the 4efew

H-i
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"From four positions around the firebase the enemy emnloy-

ed .51 caliber manhineguns in an air role.

Our aircraft re-

One of our flare airsponded, destroying three of the guns.
landing
on the firebase.
craft was hit and made an emergency
While exiting the aircraft under heavy fire, the pilot was
struck by the main rotor blade and died as a result.

",#The expected ground probes came from the southeast and
northeast and were met by heavy fire from the bunkers. Simultaneously, direct fire, artillery and supporting aircraft
The attackers faltered and not a
contributed more firepower.
man reached the berm.

"By 2300 hours all incoming had ceased, although sporadic
small arms fire continued from snipers in trees around the
base until they were silenced. Supporting fires then shifted to probable routes of withdrawal.
"During all of this the recon platoon from Echo Company
some two kilometers to the south. They heard
manned FSB ****
and saw the fight going on, and at 0035 hours they observed
a large force, possibly battalion size, moving past their poThey immediately began to adjust ARA and
sition to the south.
the target, probably the withdrawing
onto
section
a Shadow
Although they were unable to assess the enemy's
attackers.
losses because of darkness, the platoon knew the fire was
right on the money.
We continued to
"By 0230 hours all enemy fires ceased.
pound his routes of withdrawal and the Cay made plans for
the morning's sweep, which began at first light.

"Our Air Cavalry Squadron was on station before dawn and
began intensive reconnaissance to the west and south.

Through-

out the morning they killed seven as the enemy retreated to
the southwest. Around the firebase the sweeping platoon
found fifty bodies and captured three badly wounded PW's.
They were evacuated immediately, but on the way tc medical
95C
the 2d Battalion,
care
the PW's
in themselves
equipment their
losses unit
were assignificant
Regiment.
The identified
and tell a story of disorganized retreat. In addition to the
three .51 caliber machineguns destroyed, so far we have found
seventeen AK-47 rifles, four RPD light anachinejuns, one RPG-2
rocket launcher, one 60mm mortar complete except for the
sight, twenty-five 60mm mortar rounds, twenty B-40 rounds,
ten bangalore torpedoes, ten 57mm rounds, 100 Chicom grenades,
five Chicom Claymore mines, two packs, eight shovels, 5000
rounds of AK-47 ammunition and numerous items of personal
equipment, and documents which identify the 95C Regiment.
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"Once again, we and the 95C Regiment have clashed and
.f•,ýieas•
continue.
Our present operat-ons are denying
him the rest he so desperately needs.
He has been in steady
contact since Niovember - even in his haven along the west
ai, convinced that the attacks on our fire bases
are part of the 9th VC Division's desperate reaction to our
ze'5eitlcss pressure.
We will continue to bear down on these
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ANNEX J

ENVIRONMENT OF RVN

•J
JIJVIRIONMWli OF RVM
The Ge
a.

,rh~ic._ Regions (see Fyge J-1)
The MeIonM Delta.

The Mekong Delta begins southwest of Saigon in;

continues southwesterly to the Gulf of Siam. It is a flat feature which
inundated during most of the year. The average elevation of the delta donot vary over a meter for tens of miles. Most of the sediments in the
delta are very fine-Fained sandy silts, which are waterlogged for most cf
the year. The waterlogging effect causes th( soils of this region to ;
more plastic in their behavior. The amount of sediment being carried l1Y
the Mekong River is very low, and the southwesterly current, which flow,along the seaward margin of Zouth Vietnam, removes sediment from the. r'nc"
of the delta and transports it southwesterly in the direction of the (hull;
of Siam. The majority of the land in the •,'ekong Delta is, or has been,
NV)exceptional areas - -*
under cultivation, an". the major crop I.- rice.

the U-J4-lnh Forest and the Plain of' Reeds.

The U-,inh Forest is an alrc."

impenetrable swamp of mangrove and similar types of vegetation.

The PMalin

of Reeds is a nerennially wet marsh area which is inundated 1 to 5 feet.
ing the wet season.

h. The Mlekong Terrace. This reIon is bounded on the southwest
arbitrarylne PHssingr, just southwest of Tay Ninh, Sairon and Vunp: Tau,
on the northeast the terrace is bounded by the western slope of the Sgt,
Annamite Mountains. The terrace is generally characterized by undulat !. topbgraphy which grades into rollinp hills near the Annmite Mountainn.
There are several large river valleys which are extensively planted wit'
rice throughout the terrace. 'he most notable are the Song Dong N,-ai :-r.
the Song Saigon. The remainder of the terrace region is characterized
soils which are coarse-grained and well drained in nature during portionof the year. Throuphout most portions of the terrace, laterite occurs r:,.
or within a few meters of) the surface of the r~ound. The terrace rel..o:
partitioned by different types of vegetation, which are the main limiting
factors in the r-overrent oT" men and vehicles through, this geomorohic rr'.ince. 71-.p southern portions of the ".eekonf- Terrace are generally corr•:,
of rice paddy lan:ds which are well drained durinr the dry pr-tions of"
year. The most northern porttons of the area ave characterized by th,
broadleaf ever•reen forest. The northeastern portions of the area are
covered by secondar. forest, and near the western slooe of the Southn-.
ooled fortc.-'". .:o.n:.,
Arx.-mite "ountal.i'hr.0,t,.2
South... ster. oast.lards arc
•ct'r Coastlands.
fhcutpn:
c.
(Pa:.-t
uthern :.[-:r.ds 7n t1 - snuth cnd
'le
bo.i.ded or. t.e ncrt
coas r,"
This
Terrace.
":ekonr
the
the IoutIh T*hina Sea .n, on the we:it bt'
f•.•has
sand
windblon•A,
and
area Is exrtemelý: d, for most of the :P'ar
Phan
and
Phan
Tbhet
iBetween
the
beaches.
o
Inland
dunes
extensive
the arid region is l'.-rt developed andl little n- no veretation cxdsts or,
the dunt.., and surrundinr '-.I:lls. Prom 7Tan R.anr to Vunr Ro the rurrend
r t.tV meet the sej f.nminr. tomholos, sea stAcks ar,
Franite mountairt,•! n
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associated seacost features. These rugged mountains tend to cut off the
beach lines in many localities and locally restrict movement to narzm
roads. The sand is extremely uniform, thus it presents a grvat problem
to wheeled vehicles but does not restrict tracked vehicles. Between each
series of dunes there is commonly a marshy area, which. severely limits
traffic of vehicles. These marshy areas restrict movement in directions
perpendicular to the coastline. The mountainous areas near the beach ame
often forested with scrub or brush. The steep, rugged granitic hills
have weathered extensively to boulder-covered slopds which are generally
impassable to all vehicles.
d. The Southern Highlands. The Southern Hifglands area is bounded by
the Northern Highlands, on the east by the Northeastern Coastlands, on the
south by the Mekong Terrace and the Western Plateaus. Near Dalat and the
surrounding area, high level savannas are orounly found. The Bao Loc
Plateau is a concave feature which is composed of basalt and has no apparent external drainage. The plateau and the regions near Dalat are often
heavily forested with two and three-needle pines. The mountains in this
region are made up mainly of hard indigenious rocks which have steep
valleys. The mountainous slopes have
slopes, sharp crests and narr
weathered extensively, producing boulder-covered slopes which are prohibitive even to foot traffic. M-ost of the peaks in this area range from
1000 meters to 2500 meters above sea level. This region is unsuitable for
amred operations.
e. The Western Plateau. This region is an elevated region of rolling
to undulatin-g topography with predominately savanna-type vegetation. The
plateaus are bounded on the nc-th and east by the Northern and Southern
•Highlands, on the south by The Southern Highlands and on the west by Cambodia. This region is suitable for most vehicular movement at most tines
during the year; however, during the period June through September, the
region receives much rainfall without any periods of drying, and the soils,
w~hich are silty clays, are unsuitable for excessive vehicular traffic.

In

many of the valleys which separate basalt-flow edges, the local residents
graw rice, and this may prohibit vehicular movement at right angles to the
flows. This re.ion is the most suitable for moderate-sized operations with
tra-ced a-rmor.
f. The Northern Highlands. The Northern Ilighlands extend frcm Tuy Boa
north to the DMZ area and are bounded on the east by the Northeastern
Coas~tlands, on the south by the Southern Highlands and Western Plateaus,
and by Cambodia on the west. This geomorphic province is not very different from its southern counterpart, as the mountains in this region are
mainly made up of hard igneous or matamorphic rocks which present steep
slopes, sharp cests, and narrow valleys. The mountainous slopes have
weathered extensively to boulder-covered landscapes which support sam of
the most dense vegetation in South Vietnam. The basic difference between
the two highland provinccs is the amount of rainfall received. The northern area receives almost twice as much rainfall as the southern provinces
and the vegetation is correspondingly better developed in the northern
;zrea. 'I'he rfeion is generally unsuitable for armrnrd operations.

J-2
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g. The Northeastern Coastlands. This area extends from Vung Ro to
the IMZ and is BoW on the east by the South Chin Sea and on the west
by the Norftrn and Southern Highlands. These Coastal areas are much
wetter during most of the year than their southern countert and the
area ear Hue is am of the wettest parts of the country. The Northeastern Coastlands are much greater in width and in several areas haw been

widened by the deltas of the inland rivers. Near both Qui Nhon and Tuy
Hoa the inland rivers have onsidere-bly widened the coast. These minr
deltas of the inland rivers are saturated for most of the year and mostly

rice is gron in these areas.

The areas are unsuitable for movement of

vehicles in the wet seasons, but can prove traff!cable in the dry seasons.
North of Qui Nhc , the beach areas and ooastal regions take on a distinctively
the highand
rainfall
in these
coastal different
regions. d=-ter,
The nuberdueofto
waterways
riversreceived
is impressive
in the
Quang Ngai and Quang Tri areas. The beaches are remariable linear and
have rivens and inlets paralleling the coastlines. Movement along the

coastline is difficult. The area known as the Street Without Joy is a
classic dxuple of the cospartmsnted topography in this region. During
the first phase of the =theast monsoon, this northeastern region becomes
inundated by tmowntial rains, and trafficability and cmoss-ocitry movement of tracked vehicles is impeded. During the second phase of this
mcmoonal period, and for tý* reminder of the year, most of the region
is suitable for light-armored operations.
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